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Video editing in 2006



Results



Video editing: 0.5–10 × { duration of video }



Video editing online (cont.)



Video editing online (cont.)



Video editing online (cont.)



Video editing online (cont.)

[email colleagues who work at Google]



Video editing online (cont.)



Options for online video editing

I Edit locally, encode, then upload
I O(n) encode + O(n) upload

I Share all raw media, edit locally, share EDL
I O(n) upload

I Upload raw media, edit online
I O(n) upload + O(n) encode



ExCamera: MapReduce for video

I map: “for all frames”
I select which frames
I per-frame operations (crop, color, convolve)

I reduce
I encode back to a video

I Goal: encode a one-hour movie in one second



Platform for distributed video processing

I 3,600 threads

I Each thread runs for one second

I On AWS lambda → $0.09



Challenges to parallelism

I map: easy to parallelize
I frame fetch and transform are independent ops

I reduce: hard to parallelize



Strategies for parallel video encoding

I Tile within frame
I Used by H. 265, VP9
I Limits predictions across boundary
I Limited number of tiles

I Split video into contiguous chunks
I Used by Netflix
I Dependency fence at boundary

[aka SAP, closed GOP, key frame]



Rule of Thumb

In coded video, every dependency fence

costs 1/2 second of filesize.

1/2-second parallelism ⇒ waste=100%
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Our vision: enjambing encoder

I Decouple parallelism at runtime from fences in
output

I Allow encoder thread to begin from prior state

I Result: playable video with efficient coding



ExCamera

I Goal: MapReduce-like language to manipulate video in cloud

I Economics of lambda (and similar services) makes interactive
processing possible

I Challenge: runtime parallelism in tension with good output

keithw@cs.stanford.edu


